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FindWDFVersions Description: FindWDFVersions Output Window: FindWDFVersions Output Window: RUN IT FROM WINDOWS COMMAND PROMPT: RUN IT FROM WINDOWS COMMAND PROMPT: RUN IT FROM LINUX COMMAND PROMPT: RUN IT FROM LINUX COMMAND PROMPT: You can find out more about FindWDFVersion on the website: If you are looking for similar tools, consider visiting: A:
For 32bit Windows systems, you can use the -m switch to specify a memory address, and use the -a switch to specify the address to check. For example, running as 64bit findmem -m 0xF0000000 -a 0xF00003FF will dump a set of memory values and check each entry to see if it's loaded or not. Note that this won't dump the Loader Data structures (LPIMAGE_DOS_HEADER, LPIMAGE_DOS_HEADER,
LPIMAGE_DOS_HEADER and LPIMAGE_DOS_HEADER) at offset 0x1C4 as that's the initial 64bit header for each Windows Driver. If you want to dump the whole structure, then you need to use the IMAGE_DOS_HEADER32. For 64bit systems, use the -W32 switch and specify the address, findmem -W32 -m 0xF0000000 -a 0xF00003FF For 64bit Linux, you need the -a switch to specify the address as well, findmem -a
0xF0000000 -m 0xF00003FF For 32bit Linux, specify the address explicitly, findmem -m 0xF0000000 -a 0xF00003FF -W 32 A: I ran across this question while looking for a command line program that I could use to tell which version of the Windows Driver Frameworks I was using on my system. For the most part the links supplied here are all very helpful in providing information that allows you to find which version of the
Windows Driver Frameworks are on your machine. However, none of these links include any command line switches to
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Displays the version of the Kernel-Mode Driver Framework and User-Mode Driver Framework components. System requirements: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2 The application has a simple command line interface and it is not even possible to access a settings menu No help documentation is available, although the developer does provide a support email address
Download FindWDFVersions Install and launch the application To install FindWDFVersions, you will need to first download it from the official website. Open the downloaded archive and extract the.zip file. Then, right click the extracted.zip file and select the option Run As Administrator. After that, you will be prompted to choose where to install the application. Choose C:\Program Files (x86) if your computer is 32-bit, or
C:\Program Files if your computer is 64-bit. Once the application is installed, launch it from a command prompt window by typing the following command: >FindWDFVersion -c After that, you will need to specify your system's version numbers. Type the following: >FindWDFVersion -v KMDF -u UMDF Notice that you do not have to run this command, as the application will do it on its own, after you have already specified the -v
and -u options. After you have run the above command, you will be presented with a list of the version numbers of the KMDF and UMDF frameworks. FindWDFVersions Print Version List: Other software tools: You can also use other software tools to fetch the version numbers of WDF components: AutoIt Version Search: This tool is available in the AutoIt's Autorun folder. Just run it from AutoIt's autorun folder and you will be
presented with a list of the version numbers. Search version numbers: Other software utilities: WDF (GitHub): This GitHub repository provides a simple utility that allows you to find the version numbers of the WDF components on your machine. Find WDF Version (GitHub): This GitHub repository is a fork of the previously mentioned application. It includes the same set of capabilities, although in a more user-friendly way. A: Check
out this search code from Josh Ickes: @
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System Requirements:

The minimum recommended specification for Deus Ex: Human Revolution is a 64-bit PC running Windows Vista or Windows 7 with 2 GB RAM and DirectX 10 graphics adapter. You will need to have at least 2GB of RAM to run the game with no visual glitches and to run certain add-ons. For the best experience, it is recommended that you have 4GB of RAM. The game will run on a variety of video cards and OSes, however. Game
Console Minimum Recommended Specifications (PS3) Windows PC Minimum Recommended Specifications (Xbox 360)
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